Restorative Practices

Introduction
Restorative Practices
And
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
Building of Relationships

Circles
- Different than most experience for students
- Supplement traditional structures
- Opportunity to speak/listen and stay equal
- Build + Relationships, group culture, norms, and sense of community

Training through various agencies
- Neutral Zone in Ann Arbor
Let’s get up and energized!

Comfort
Risk/Reward
Foundations of Relationship
Circles
What to know about.

- Origins of Circles
- Types
  - Community building, teaching and learning, Responsive, Peacekeeping.
  - Getting to know each other, exploring values, storytelling, relating to curriculum, relating to school climate
- Circle Structures
  - Sequential, Non-Sequential, Basic, Popcorn, Fishbowl, Wheelhouse
- Circle Keeping
  - Center of the circle, Shape, Talking Piece
- Basis of Restorative Practices
Centering Activity

Let's get into our space
Circle Rounds

Round 1: Sequential
Round 2: Non-Sequential

- Circle Norms: Purpose, Norms, Opening, Talking Piece, Check-in, Discussion Rounds, Check-out, Closing
- Round 1: **Non-Sequential**: Name two things or people that always make you laugh. (Getting to know each other)
- Round 2: **Sequential**: On your notecard draw a picture of something that represents your passion! (Exploring Values)
Let’s take a look at the Circle Planning Guide

How may you use this?

Take 10 minutes to brainstorm a circle you may use.

We will finish this with a Wheelhouse Circle activity
QUESTIONS?

Thank you